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Top Porn Star Sex Tips And Tricks
By Becky Moore
Stop and think for a moment. Can you remember the last
time you had earth shattering sex? If you can't
remember, Let's face it, no one is born a natural lover.
It's a skill that's learned. Unfortunately, most men rely on
porn, men's magazines or what they've heard from
friends for tips on improving their sexual technique. Sure,
it can be fun to read about a new position or watch porn
stars in action, but they aren't the best instructors. And
they certainly won't help you if something goes wrong
What exactly is better sex? For some it means better
performance and potency, while for others it can mean a
deeper awareness of passion and personal pleasure.
You deserve a pleasurable and fulfilling sex life - and so
does your partner. But you needn't turn to prescriptions
riddled with side effects or mechanical miracles to
reignite your fire and rejuvenate your erection. Nature
already provides safe, natural ways to boost your libido
and help you achieve and maintain the best erection
you've had in years! And if you just want to make a good
thing better, these supplements can improve your
stamina and give you an erection whenever you
want.Read this book, is for you.
A prescient book that forecast the culture that gave rise
to Trump -- a society beholden to empty spectacle and
obsession with image at the expense of reality, reason,
and truth. An instant bestseller, Empire of Illusion is a
striking and unsettling exploration of illusion and fantasy
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in contemporary American culture. Traveling to the
ringside of professional wrestling bouts at Madison
Square Garden, to Las Vegas to write about the
pornographic film industry, and to academic conferences
held by positive psychologists who claim to be able to
engineer happiness, Hedges chronicles our flight from an
ever-worsening reality. The cultural embrace of illusion
and celebrity culture have accompanied a growing
system of casino capitalism, which creates vast wealth
for elites. Corporations have ruthlessly dismantled and
destroyed our manufacturing base and impoverished our
working class. Hedges exposes the mechanisms that
undermine our democracy and divert us from the
economic, environmental, political, and moral collapse
around us. A culture that cannot distinguish between
reality and illusion dies, Hedges argues, and we are
dying now.
Our communities are in trouble. Our children and
grandchildren are not safe from the predators the enemy
uses to destroy our families. We can’t be so busy doing
church that we do not see what is happening right before
our eyes. They are hidden in plain sight. They are in our
churches, schools, grocery stores, malls, nail salons,
sporting events, and even our families. We must make
our 8, 9, 10 year-olds aware of the danger lurking on
social media sites since many grown men seek to sleep
with underage children. Christian Men Speak Up informs
you of the root causes of sex trafficking and the steps
your church or faith-based organization can take to make
a difference in your community today.
New York Times Bestseller: The shadowy world of “off
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the books” businesses—from marijuana to migrant
workers—brought to life by the author of Fast Food
Nation. America’s black market is much larger than we
realize, and it affects us all deeply, whether or not we
smoke pot, rent a risqué video, or pay our kids’ nannies
in cash. In Reefer Madness, the award-winning
investigative journalist Eric Schlosser turns his exacting
eye to the underbelly of American capitalism and its farreaching influence on our society. Exposing three
American mainstays—pot, porn, and illegal
immigrants—Schlosser shows how the black market has
burgeoned over the past several decades. He also draws
compelling parallels between underground and
overground: how tycoons and gangsters rise and fall,
how new technology shapes a market, how government
intervention can reinvigorate black markets as well as
mainstream ones, and how big business learns—and
profits—from the underground. “Captivating . . .
Compelling tales of crime and punishment as well as an
illuminating glimpse at the inner workings of the
underground economy. The book revolves around two
figures: Mark Young of Indiana, who was sentenced to
life in prison without parole for his relatively minor role in
a marijuana deal; and Reuben Sturman, an enigmatic
Ohio man who built and controlled a formidable
pornography distribution empire before finally being
convicted of tax evasion. . . . Schlosser unravels an
American society that has ‘become alienated and at
odds with itself.’ Like Fast Food Nation, this is an eyeopening book, offering the same high level of reporting
and research.” —Publishers Weekly
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It’s a porn star’s job to make sex look good, but reenacting what they project on screen is not necessarily
the best way to really enjoy yourself. In Secrets of porn
star sex real-life porn stars, including Taylor Wane and
Stormy Daniels give you their personal tips on how to
really heat up your sex life. Former escort Veronica
Monet shows you how to make you and your lover feel
like a million dollars. Legendary porn icon Paul Thomas,
a man with more than a little experience, tells you what
men really want in bed. The first female to male
transsexual porn star, Buck Angel, demonstrates how
sex is really mind over matter – he’s more able to enjoy
his female anatomy as a man! There’s also valuable tips
from newcomers Gry Bay and Thomas Lundy, regular
actors who just happened to give it their all in the award
winning film, All About Anna, where the sex is integral to
the story and not its raison d’etre. From newbies to
seasoned performers, we’ve got the low-down on how
to get it on. Sometimes professional sex work is not fun.
Our sexperts want to ensure you avoid some of the
common mistakes they made. They want you to gain
from the benefit of their experience and attain the inner
poise and confidence that’s a prerequisite of a
professional. Let’s make all your sexual fantasies come
true.
Relationships are a minefield, especially relationships
with women! If only they were more like cars – see one
you like, get the money from the bank, pay the
salesman, rev her engine and drive away. Unfortunately
it’s a little more complicated than that – try to treat a
woman like this and she’s likely to drive her car over
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you. This little book equips you with 20 great tips, from
dating do’s and don’ts to ways to ensure she’s always
impressed by you. And just to make sure the information
is the very best we’ve infiltrated the enemy camp and
come out with some ideas straight from the horses
mouth. Use them wisely – and good luck!
The ultimate guide to dating - how to hitch, switch or
ditch. This is the definitive guide. From her uncensored
and hilarious dating mishaps to unconventional wisdom
you won't have heard before, Sam Pease will help you
work out whether he's a sleeper, a creeper or a keeper.
Sam Pease is the Dating Doctor. With a thousand dates
under her belt, numerous marriage proposals and
enough dating escapades to write a trilogy, she has firsthand experience of what makes, or breaks, a new bond.
In the same way her first book Eat Less Crap, Lose That
Fat inspired readers to get slim without the gym, this
book's positive and humorous style will give readers
hope and enthusiasm for the dating scene. Date Like a
Dude will teach you how to date with your head, not your
heart. Whether you're sick of being single, recently
separated, a solo mum, or allergic to dating, finding a
man is easy with Sam's lessons in chemistry. As Sam
says, the biggest mistake women make is assuming all
the good ones are taken. "Beautiful, good men are
everywhere. You just need to be in the right headspace
to see them."
The Biggest Names in the Adult Entertainment Biz in
One Big Tell-All! "A fascinating peek into the sex lives of
porn's top stars. A juicy read!"— Anka Radakovich, sex
columnist, British GQ “I can't stop reading this!
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Enlightening and insightful, revealing, arousing, and tips
from the pros! This is like the Kinsey Reports of adult
entertainment for our generation.”—Ron "Bumblefoot"
Thal, guitarist for Guns N' Roses “This is the only book
that has kept our hands off each other and on the pages!
Two peckers up!”—Sal Governale and Richard Christy,
The Howard Stern Show “Confessions of the Hundred
Hottest Porn Stars offers a rare and insightful glimpse
into the minds of adult stars—their secret sexual
fantasies, preferences, and vulnerabilities. Lainie Speiser
has a unique rapport with adult industry actors that
enables her to elicit heartfelt revelations from those who
are used to hiding behind carefully constructed facades.
No other book has ever shed so much light on the inner
erotic world of the sexiest and most sexual women and
men in the universe. A must-read for anyone who wants
to learn about the origin of sexual disinhibition, become a
better lover—or simply to get turned on!"—Victoria “Dr. Z”
Zdrok, author of Dr. Z on Scoring “This book is a
pleasurable romp into the secret lives of the most
beautiful and intriguing women in the world of porn. As a
fellow 'Sexpert,' I found this book to be fascinating as it
captures the naughty and nice secrets of porn stars who
are usually very elusive. Lainie Speiser is a porn pioneer
and this book of short-tales is packed full of secrets that
are both sexy and surprising.”—Kristin Davis, The
Manhattan Madam, candidate for governor of New York
2010 "Lainie Speiser has fulfilled every porn fan’s
fantasy by getting inside the minds—and bedrooms—of the
industry’s most popular stars. An intimate, fun and sexy
read!"—Eric Danville, author of The Complete Linda
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Lovelace The stories don’t come any more sexy, funny,
or raw than they do in Confessions of the Hundred
Hottest Porn Stars. They’re all here. One-hundred of the
world’s most famous porn stars—including Nikki Benz,
Tera Patrick, Nick Manning, Jesse Jane, Sunny Leone,
Tabitha Stevens, Ron Jeremy, Breanne Benson, Brooke
Haven, Mr. Marcus, Brittany Andrews, Stoya, Joanna
Angel, Lupe Fuentes, James Deen, Bree Olson, Kayden
Kross, Kelly Divine, Misty Stone, Peter North, Taylor
Wane, Phoenix Marie, Evan Seinfeld, Gina Lynn, and
Sophia Santi—and they’re not afraid to share their
innermost thoughts on: —what really turns them on —their
favorite sexual positions—both on- and off-camera —their
innermost sexual fantasies —the fun of threesomes,
foursomes, and orgies —the joys of double penetration
—being married to another porn star and why open
marriages and relationship work best Penthouse publicist
and columnist Lainie Speiser, who has worked behind
the scenes of the adult industry for 20 years, gets the
hottest people in the business to open up and share their
secrets, offer advice on sex, and tell you about their
hidden desires and favorite toys. The stories are
shocking, gripping, surprising, and fun, revealing what
these porn stars really think about themselves and their
sex lives. And each confession is accompanied by the
star’s favorite photo.

Times have changed, and so have the rules. Modern
grownups need a sex-positive guide to
communicating digitally with their lover, and sex guru
Tina Horn is here to help you with you swipe right,
sext like a pro, and take
superb selfies. How
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frequently should you text a friend with benefits?
When is it okay to send someone a nude pic?
Modern sex is full of confusing questions that Dear
Abby never had to deal with. But don't lose hope if
you're feeling confused about erotic etiquette: the
Sex Rules series is here to answer all the little
questions about how to handle sexual
situations--even the ones you didn't know you had.
Sexting covers all types of digital flirting. Sexy texts
require timing and style, while erotic pictures and
steamy selfies may reqiure caution about the cloud.
White-hot videos can take you from FaceTime to OhFaceTime if you know what you're doing. Learn the
dos and don's for when, how, and what to include in
a great sexting session and turn your phone into a
hot sexting machine! Endorsements: "Tina Horn
transmutes experiences most people have never
had into tasty brain candy and challenging,
informative walks on the wild side. I'd trust this writer
to take me pretty much anywhere." - Carol Queen,
PhD, Author, Real Live Nude Girl and The Leather
Daddy and the Femme "Tina Horn is a compelling
public speaker and ingenious educator. Her writing
on BDSM and sex worker rights explores some of
the most important social issues of our time. In her
writing and on her podcast, she manages to make
complex issues accessible without dumbing anything
down. Having worked with her at several sexuality
conferences, I can attest that she is as professional
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as she is original. " - Tristan Taormino, author of The
Ultimate Guide to Anal Sex for Womenand Opening
Up, host of Sex Out Loud on The VoiceAmerica Talk
Radio Network, founder and producer of The
Feminist Porn Conference "Tina Horn reverently
unearths the details of the lives of the sex workers
she profiles, revealing fetishes, passions, kinks and
quirks from an insider perspective. She showcases
the artistry inherent in their jobs, lives and sexuality,
and by doing so, opens up these underground
worlds to curious readers." - Rachel Kramer Bussel,
author of Sex & Cupcakes, editor of The Big Book of
Orgasms
America spends more than twice as much for health
care as any other nation. So why are Americans
among the sickest people in the industrialized world?
Public health experts Tom Farley and Deborah A.
Cohen show that the answer does not lie in our
medical care system but rather in the world around
us. As they explain, the leading killers of our time fall
almost entirely into two categories: injuries and
chronic diseases such as heart disease, lung and
breast cancer, diabetes, and stroke. For all its
inspiring, high-tech cures, modern medicine is just
not very effective at combating these illnesses. Our
health, as Farley and Cohen explain, depends much
less on medicine than on how we lead our lives. And
as their surprising and illuminating examples show,
our behavior and our health are in fact shaped by
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our everyday world-from the design of our cities to
the rules that govern our organizations. Obesity, for
example, has emerged as a major health threat
because our environment makes it difficult to be
physically active and because prepared high-calorie
foods-from chips and candy bars to fast food and
"food on the go"-saturate our surroundings. Though
we'd like to believe that we could stay slim through
individual self-discipline, our everyday world
overwhelms our resolve. In similar ways, the world
around us influences whether we live our lives in
ways that increase or decrease our chances of dying
from killers as wide-ranging as cancer and car
crashes. In the last part of the book, Farley and
Cohen remind us of once-controversial changes to
our physical environment that have saved tens of
thousands of lives and outline many other ways in
which we can change our daily environment so we
can all live longer and healthier. Prescription for a
Healthy Nation is at once an exposé of how various
industries influence our health for the worse, a
paradigm-shifting argument about health and
disease, and a positive blueprint for how to create a
healthier society. From the Hardcover edition.
Bwakka-chikka-wakka-chikka-wakka-chikka-wakka-c
hikka-wakka-chikka-wakka-chikka-wakka-chikka-wak
ka-chikka-wakka-chikka-wakka-chikka-wakka-chikkaBWOMP
First published in 1992. Routledge is an imprint of
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Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
What do you do when The One turns out not to be
The One after all? When your dream home is
snatched away from you, unfinished Schreiber
kitchen units and all, and your dog is sent to live with
your parents? When you suddenly have to find a
flatmate, a way to pay the rent, a reason to keep
going and maybe, ultimately... a new boyfriend?
Sharp, funny and hugely entertaining, Carrie Sutton
charts her life in the year following the Big Break-Up.
The bad dates... the good friends... the times when
you think you can't go on... and the moment you
realise you are finally OK on your own. If you've
experienced a Big Break-Up and need some
cheering up, a bit of friendly advice and a few
practical tips - then this is the book for you! Reading
this book is like talking to your best friend over a
large glass of wine. Uplifting, truthful and wise; as a
feel-good remedy, it does everything except order
you a cab home at the end of the evening! This title
is published by Big Finish Productions, Ltd. and is
distributed worldwide by Untreed Reads.
Welcome to the world of the Digital Native, where
self-esteem is measured in Likes, everyone is
sexting and ‘Pimps and Hoes’ is an acceptable
party theme. Dates have been replaced with swipes,
rape jokes are hilarious and ‘No’ means ‘Yes’. For
most parents, the digital landscape that our kids and
teens are growing up in is uncharted territory. How
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do we know if they’re happy? How do we talk to
them about sex and relationships? How do we give
them the new tools they need when we don’t have
them ourselves? This book is here to help. Based on
their professional work with young people, parents
and teachers – and their experiences with their own
children – Deana Puccio and Allison Havey give you
the tools. With top tips, stats and conversation
starters on everything from porn to University life,
Sex, Likes and Social Media is the indispensible
guide to parenting in the digital age. 1 of the 5 Best
Parenting Books - the Sun 1 of the 10 Best
Parenting Books - the Independent
Sexier Sex: Lessons from the Brave New Sexual
Frontieristhehandbook for every woman who has
ever wanted to try things that she wouldn't reveal to
her best friend … every woman who has wanted to
push the limits of her sexuality … every woman who
has suspected there might be a voyeur … a
seductress … an erotic storyteller … a dominatrix … a
polyamorous, polysexual goddess … lurking just
beneath her "nice girl" exterior. With step-by-step
instructions, hot tips, and "tales from the front," sextech columnist Regina Lynn shows women how to
find greater sexual pleasure, intimacy, and
adventure through creative use of modern
technology, regardless of their relationship status or
sexual orientation. What's more, most of the
technology is already familiar — no special purchases
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necessary. After all, everyone knows, it's not the
tech, it's how you use it that counts. Sexier
Sexdispels the apprehension surrounding the use of
new technologies and invites women to take the lead
in redefining sex, relationships, and love in the
information age.
"The schoolgirl is the main driver of Japan's Gross
National Cool, and Brian Ashcraft's book is the best
source for those hoping to understand why." —Chris
Baker, WIRED Magazine Japanese Schoolgirl
Confidential takes you beyond the realm of everyday
girls to the world of the iconic Japanese schoolgirl
craze that is sweeping the globe. For years,
Japanese schoolgirls have appeared in hugelypopular anime and manga series such as Dragon
Ball, Sailor Moon, The Melancholy of Haruhi
Suzumiya, and Blood: The Last Vampire. These girls
are literally showing up everywhere—in movies,
magazines, video games, advertising, and music.
WIRED Magazine has kept an eye on the trends
emerging from these stylish teens, following kick-ass
schoolgirl characters in videogames like Street
Fighter and assassin schoolgirls in movies like
Quentin Tarantino's Kill Bill. By talking to Japanese
women, including former and current J-Pop idols,
well-known actresses, models, writers, and
artists—along with famous Japanese film directors,
historians and marketers—authors Brian Ashcraft and
Shoko Ueda (who have both contributed to WIRED's
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"Japanese Schoolgirl Watch" columns) reveal the
true story behind Japan's schoolgirl obsessions.
You'll learn the origins of the schoolgirls' unusual
attire, and how they are becoming a global brand
used to sell everything from kimchi to insurance. In
Japanese Schoolgirl Confidential, you'll discover:
Sailor-suited pop-idols Cult movie vixens Schoolgirl
shopping power The latest uniform fashions
Japanese schoolgirls are a symbol of girl
empowerment. Japanese Schoolgirl Confidential
shows why they are so intensely cool. Don't miss this
essential book on the Japanese youth culture craze
that is driving today's pop culture worldwide.
"Whether your preferred schoolgirl is more the
upstanding heroine Sailor Moon or the vengeful,
weapon-wielding Gogo Yubari of Quentin Tarantino's
Kill Bill, Vol. 1, you'll come away well versed."
—Publishers Weekly
Sex Tourism examines the issues which emerge from sex
worker-client interactions and from tourists visiting 'sex
destinations'. It summarises past research and uses
examples from Asia, Australasia and the USA.
Sex is a bit like a secret society; everyone’s doing it, it’s just
that no one talks about it. Kinkly’s mission is to start that
conversation, answer your questions and help you discover
new and exciting things about sex, love, and your body.
Guaranteed to be illuminating, enlightening, fun ... and a little
kinky. And that’s OK with us! Sex Hacks will encourage you
and your lover to get away from the daily grind to get down
and dirty. If you’re a newbie to the adventurous scene, or are
looking to add to your already stacked repertoire, this handy
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guide has something for everyone. The tips and tricks vary
from foreplay to fetishes, from new positions to variations on
old favorites, and features: • 150 hacks to build a better sex
life • 75 color photographs for clarity Brought to you from the
bloggers at Kinkly.com, with contributions from their readers,
Sex Hacks has sex tips, techniques, and titillating tidbits from
experts and practitioners alike. No innuendos, no judgments,
and no apologies, just fearless, straight-up talk about sex.
To make love like an expert, go the experts! Here are the
secrets that every call girl knows—500 professional-quality
erotic techniques guaranteed to please. A Call Girl’s Best
Sex Tips covers the full spectrum of sexual experience, from
seduction and foreplay to novel sex positions to out-there
fantasy and fetish. Women will find all the insider information
they desire to expand their repertoire, find new levels of
fulfillment for themselves, and give their guys a good time.
They’ll learn how to role-play and seduce, dress to make him
hot, and master red-hot porn star moves with their mouths,
hands, and bodies. Everything you need to know is in this
ultimate sex manual for the uncommon girl.
Want to finish writing your books faster? Learn the tricks that
bestselling authors use to succeed! In 2011 author Laura
Roberts wrote an entire book in just 72 hours, as part of the
3-Day Novel Contest. Upon completing the challenge
successfully, she knew she'd found a great new way to write
books quickly, and wanted to share her secrets with the
world. In this book you'll learn:How to write an entire book,
from start to finish, in just three days;How to outline your story
to achieve success;What you'll need to write your book in just
72 hours;??? Plus plenty of tricks and tips for writing faster,
smarter, and harder! Use the methods that bestselling
authors have used to achieve their success. Learn how to
finish your books quickly to get them delivered to readers and
build your fan base. ??? What are you waiting for? Grab a
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copy and learn to start writing fast today.
Engaging all communication media this one-volume
encyclopedia includes around 250 essays on the varied
experiences of social movement media internationally in the
20th and 21st centuries.
Gay Sex Advice: How To Be A Better Top • Keep His
Sphincter Completely Relaxed As You Enter Him Say
goodbye to failed attempts at intercourse because your
partner couldn’t take the pain. This wildly clever method
turns a well-known fact of physiology into a little-known secret
to complete relaxation. • Overcome Hygiene Worries Learn
proven strategies for overcoming the fear and revulsion of
undesirable sights and smells. A popular chapter in this gay
sex guide. • Learn New Speed, Depth & Thrusting
Techniques Along with the single best angle to enter him for
the most pleasure and the least pain. • Discover Your Inner
Top. Learn how to overcome self-limiting thoughts (“I’m not
masculine enough,” “My dick isn’t big enough”) that stop
you from trying to top or from doing it successfully. Be A
Better Lover With The First Gay Sex Manual For Tops. Stop
thinking that all you have to do is get it hard and put it in.
Good tops are made not born. Whether you’re a bottom
looking to be more versatile or a top who wants a better
experience, this book will show you how to give and get more
pleasure as the penetrator in gay sex. Express The Kind Of
Masculinity You Feel Comfortable With. You don’t have to
act like a cop to be a top. Choose from a spectrum of
possibilities you hadn’t thought of to have the kind of topping
experience that personally appeals to you. Take the Erotic
Temperature Quiz in this gay sex instruction book and find
out your “topping personality.” Generate More Passion By
Engaging The Erotic Feedback Loop. This book on male anal
sex has plenty of tips to sharpen your techniques. But
stopping there would just make you a skilled worker. Being
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good in bed isn’t about what you can do to him; it’s about
where you can take him. While you can’t “learn” passion,
you can learn how to set the stage to express it in your own
unique way. That’s where the “Erotic Feedback Loop”
approach comes in. It creates an energy spiral that’ll book
your partner on an inter-planetary flight. It’s easy to learn and
even easier to apply. Solutions To Performance Anxiety. Find
out how to deal with these erection-killing thoughts: · You
won’t get hard enough · Your dick isn’t big enough · You will
disappoint your partner · Your partner will compare you to
other guys · Your partner will judge you and tell the world ·
You’ll ejaculate too soon · You’ll take forever to ejaculate
Keeping It Hard For The Condom. There you are with a
raging hard-on but the second the condom goes on you go
limp. This gay anal sex guide shows you three of the most
effective things you can do to keep an erection with a condom
on. How To Last Longer In Bed. Premature ejaculation is the
most common sexual dysfunction in men under 40. Use our
step-by-step “Stop/Start” method to go from two-pump
chump to long-time champ. How To Stop Worrying That Your
Penis Isn’t Big Enough To Top. Read the Journal of Sex’s
latest penis size stats for white, black & Hispanic men. After
you get over the shock of how small the average is, compare
by measuring yourself with a step-by-step guide urologists
use to measure penis size. You’ll Also Find Answers To
Fascinating Questions Like… How to tell if you need an extra
large condom (it’s a neat trick you’ll tell all your friends!)
Should your partner use poppers? How to wring up to 10%
more semen out of your ejaculation (a STELLAR tip). Do guys
with big dicks have more trouble with erections? How it’s
possible for tops to get HIV. How man drinks can you have
before you start having erection trouble? Download This Gay
Sex Book Today. Be A Better Top By Tonight. The section on
how to completely relax your partner’s sphincter so that he
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feels no pain is worth the entire price of the book. Click the
buy button and strap a rocket to the back of your love life!
How Do Gay Porn Stars Make Bottoming Look So Easy?
Hung tops stick it in like a glute inject and the bottoms don't
even flinch. What's their secret? And what can you learn from
them so you can have ecstatic butt sex without any pain?
Some of the answers will shock you. Learn porn star secrets
to bottoming without pain and start making love with volcanic
pleasure. Written by gay sex advice columnist Woody Miller
and a team of urologists and colon-rectal specialists, this
book combines porn industry secrets with innovative
techniques from the latest gay male sex research. How We
Got The Porn Industry's Secrets To Bottoming Without Pain.
We sent a team of researchers to interview a truckload of gay
male erotica industry folk-cameramen, scouts, producers,
directors and performers. The result is a fascinating, behindthe-scenes, no-holds-barred look into the industry and the
secrets they use to get performers to bottom without pain or
messy scenes. The main sections: 1: What You Can Learn
From Porn Star Bottoms. A fascinating view of bottoming in
the porn industry-how gay erotica performers prepare for a
shoot, how they can take huge tops without any pain (even if
it's their first time) and how they stay loose despite day-long
shoots. If you ever had a question about how the porn
industry works, this is the place to find answers-from how
much money porn stars make to what percent are
heterosexual (shocking!) to their favorite brand of douches. 2:
Free Your Mind, Your Butt Will Follow. How To Bottom Like A
Porn Star: The Ultimate Guide To Gay Sex is part porn
expose, part how-to from the latest gay sex research. In this
chapter, we'll look at how "Anticipatory pain" and a perceived
loss of masculinity can put your butt in a headlock. We'll show
you how to resolve the emotional blocks that stop you from
trying or enjoying anal sex with other gay men. 3: Why It
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Feels Like You're Being Impaled By A Fence Post. From our
urologist and colon-rectal experts who specialize in gay male
sex: It isn't just your sphincter causing all that pain; it's your
"S-curve" as well as involuntary puborectal contractions.
Learn your anatomical structure so you can make the tips in
this book work better. 4: How Porn Star Bottoms Relax Their
Sphincters. Not all do it, or need to, but the gay men in the
sex industry that do swear by it. Find out whether you should
use their controversial method. 5: The Porn Star Method Of
Eliminating Pain. Find out the shocking things gay male
erotica stars do to eliminate pain. Some cannot be
recommended, but others can and we've combined them with
a technique that blends systematic desensitization, pattern
breathing, progressive muscle relaxation and sexual imagery
to completely eliminate pain and heighten pleasure. 6: How
Porn Star Bottoms Handle The Ick Factor. Find out their
secrets to getting your butt cleaner than a Brady Bunch rerun.
7: A Device That's Better Than A Douche Or An Enema.
Enemas and douches are a bad idea (despite the porn
industry's reliance on them). Find out why and what product
doctors recommend that will get you as clean as a douche
without any of the harmful side effects. 8: How To Bottom
Without Pain For The First Time. Here you'll learn how to
combine the best position with the best angle of entry.
Missionary? Doggie-style? Straight in? Angled up? When it
comes to gay sex, it matters. 9: A Guided Tour Of A PainFree Bottoming Session Between Adam And Steve. A
beginner's real-time, step-by-step guide to bottoming-porn
style!-- that will light you up like an all-night liquor store. Learn
How To Bottom Like A Porn Star With The Ultimate Guide To
Gay Sex!
How Do Gay Porn Stars Make Bottoming Look So Easy?
Hung tops stick it in like a glute inject and the bottoms don’t
even flinch. What’s their secret? And what can you learn
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from them so you can have ecstatic butt sex without any
pain? Some of the answers will shock you. Learn porn star
secrets to bottoming without pain and start making love with
volcanic pleasure. Written by gay sex advice columnist
Woody Miller and a team of urologists and colon-rectal
specialists, this book combines porn industry secrets with
innovative techniques from the latest gay male sex research.
How We Got The Porn Industry’s Secrets To Bottoming
Without Pain. We sent a team of researchers to interview a
truckload of gay male erotica industry folk—cameramen,
scouts, producers, directors and performers. The result is a
fascinating, behind-the-scenes, no-holds-barred look into the
industry and the secrets they use to get performers to bottom
without pain or messy scenes. The main sections: 1: What
You Can Learn From Porn Star Bottoms. A fascinating view
of bottoming in the porn industry—how gay erotica performers
prepare for a shoot, how they can take huge tops without any
pain (even if it’s their first time) and how they stay loose
despite day-long shoots. If you ever had a question about
how the porn industry works, this is the place to find
answers—from how much money porn stars make to what
percent are heterosexual (shocking!) to their favorite brand of
douches. 2: Free Your Mind, Your Butt Will Follow. How To
Bottom Like A Porn Star: The Ultimate Guide To Gay Sex is
part porn exposé, part how-to from the latest gay sex
research. In this chapter, we’ll look at how “Anticipatory
pain” and a perceived loss of masculinity can put your butt in
a headlock. We’ll show you how to resolve the emotional
blocks that stop you from trying or enjoying anal sex with
other gay men. 3: Why It Feels Like You’re Being Impaled By
A Fence Post. From our urologist and colon-rectal experts
who specialize in gay male sex: It isn’t just your sphincter
causing all that pain; it’s your “S-curve” as well as
involuntary puborectal contractions. Learn your anatomical
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structure so you can make the tips in this book work better. 4:
How Porn Star Bottoms Relax Their Sphincters. Not all do it,
or need to, but the gay men in the sex industry that do swear
by it. Find out whether you should use their controversial
method. 5: The Porn Star Method Of Eliminating Pain. Find
out the shocking things gay male erotica stars do to eliminate
pain. Some cannot be recommended, but others can and
we’ve combined them with a technique that blends
systematic desensitization, pattern breathing, progressive
muscle relaxation and sexual imagery to completely eliminate
pain and heighten pleasure. 6: How Porn Star Bottoms
Handle The Ick Factor. Find out their secrets to getting your
butt cleaner than a Brady Bunch rerun. 7: A Device That’s
Better Than A Douche Or An Enema. Enemas and douches
are a bad idea (despite the porn industry’s reliance on them).
Find out why and what product doctors recommend that will
get you as clean as a douche without any of the harmful side
effects. 8: How To Bottom Without Pain For The First Time.
Here you’ll learn how to combine the best position with the
best angle of entry. Missionary? Doggie-style? Straight in?
Angled up? When it comes to gay sex, it matters. 9: A Guided
Tour Of A Pain-Free Bottoming Session Between Adam And
Steve. A beginner’s real-time, step-by-step guide to
bottoming—porn style!-- that will light you up like an all-night
liquor store. Learn How To Bottom Like A Porn Star With The
Ultimate Guide To Gay Sex! Scroll up, click the buy button
and start tonight!

Wil je sneller klaar zijn met je boek schrijven? Leer de
trucs die bestsellerauteurs gebruiken voor hun succes! In
2011 schreef auteur Laura Roberts een compleet boek in
maar 72 uur als onderdeel van de 3-daagse-romanwedstrijd. Bovenop het succesvol afronden van deze
challenge, wist ze dat ze een geweldige, nieuwe manier
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had gevonden om boeken snel te schrijven. Ze wil haar
geheimen graag delen met de wereld. In dit boek leer je:
Hoe je een compleet boek schrijft, van begin tot eind, in
maar 3 dagen; Hoe je de opzet van je verhaal maakt om
succes te behalen; Wat je nodig hebt om een boek te
schrijven in maar 72 uur; ”>Plus nog een heleboel tips
en trucs om sneller, slimmer en harder te schrijven!
Gebruik de methodes die bestsellerauteurs gebruikten
om hun successen te behalen. Leer hoe je snel je boek
klaar kan hebben om hem aan je lezers te kunnen geven
en bouw je eigen fanclub op. ”>Waar wacht je nog op?
Pak het boek en leer vandaag nog om sneller te
schrijven.
Mediated Intimacy looks at contemporary sex and
relationship advice, exploring how our intimate lives are
shaped through different media, from manuals and
magazines to television and Twitter. By exploring how
intimacy is constructed through different media texts, the
authors consider which ideas and practices these
changing forms of 'sexpertise' open up, and which they
close down. The book reveals the intimate operation of
power in mediated advice, how words and images,
stories and sound can work to shore up social injustice. It
critically engages with the ideas of choice and
responsibility in sex self-help, arguing that these can
obscure and/or justify oppression, even if they're
sometimes experienced as empowering and/or
pleasurable. This bold and incisive book provides a
radical challenge to the assumptions underlying the sex
advice industry, and presents a critical, collaborative and
consensual vision for sex advice of the future.
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Hardcore pornographic films combine fantasy and real
sex to create a unique genre of entertainment.
Pornographic films are also historical documents that
give us access to the sexual behavior and eroticism of
different historical periods. This book shows how the
making of pornographic films is a social process that
draws on the fantasies, sexual scripts, and sexual
identities of performers, writers, directors, and editors to
produce sexually exciting videos and movies. Yet
hardcore pornographic films have also created a body of
knowledge that constitutes, in this digital age, an
enormous archive of sexual fantasies that serve as both
a form of sex education and self-help guides. Sex,
Society, and the Making of Pornography focuses on sex
and what can be learned about it from pornographic
representations.
'I look at the way some women behave when they're
dating, and I'm sorry girls, but it's an absolute car crash.
The rules of successful dating are simple, but I bet
you've been breaking them all.' After seeing too many of
his female friends left all dressed up with nowhere to go,
Gerry Stergiopoulos, every woman's ultimate best gay
friend, has gone on a quest to understand why so many
fabulous women have a catastrophic love life. Gerry
unflinchingly enters a world of waxing, Spanx pants,
dodgy self-help books, internet dating, wingwomen and
smirting, to bring you his tried-and-tested History
Channel technique, his perfect killer one-liners, the
ingenious blackjack-based Scottish Shower system, the
unbreakable three-month rule and even some sound
lessons from his native Greece. Treat Them Mean and
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Keep Them Keen is the only dating book that gives it to
you straight: it tells you what to hide and just how much
to reveal, what to do and when to do it. You might be
shocked at what Gerry suggests - but his advice works.
Wat willen vrouwen nu écht (in bed)? Scriptschrijver en
ervaringsdeskundige Ali Adler geeft antwoord op deze
prangende vraag. Zonder gêne, luidruchtig en
vermakelijk beschrijft ze precies wat vrouwen nou écht
willen. In haar dagelijkse werk als schrijfster voor tvcomedy’s is Adler vaak de enige vrouw op een afdeling
vol mannen en voorziet zij hen regelmatig van haar
‘spot on’-advies. Want als lesbienne heeft zij zowel de
kennis als de ervaring om heteroseksuele mannen (en
de vrouwen die van hen houden) advies te geven over
daten, relaties en seks. Hoe gedraag je je op een eerste
afspraakje? En hoe ga je om met het soms grillige
gedrag van vrouwen (‘nee, vooral niet proberen te
begrijpen, het is altijd anders dan je denkt’)? Maar
daarnaast komt ook technisch advies over seks en
verleiding uitvoerig aan bod. Behalve plastisch
beschreven en gepeperde voorbeelden uit de dagelijkse
praktijk bevat dit boek tal van goudeerlijke en vaak
openbarende adviezen over wat vrouwen nou écht
willen.
Studies show that couples who continue to have sex are
happier. Suzi believes the quality of our sex lives is really
important, because it affects every part of people's lives.
So, the better your relationship, the happier you're going
to be - and sometimes our sex lives are the trickiest part
to get right. In this collection of over 100 Question &
Answers from Suzi's Sex Counsel columns, she tries to
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make us all feel as good about our relationships as we
can. The Q&As range from the everyday to the incredible
- so you're going to learn a lot about the world of
relationships, and you're going to feel a lot more fantastic
- and confident - about your own. Informative and
entertaining, Suzi has a proven wit that is a hit with
readers and critics alike. She is a straight-talking, sexadvocating sensation.
Hardcore porn -- both the straight and gay varieties -entered mainstream American culture in the 1970s as
the sexual revolution swept away many of the cultural
inhibitions and legal restraints on explicit sexual
expression. The first porn movie ever to be reviewed by
Variety, the entertainment industry's leading trade
journal, was Wakefield Poole's Boys in the Sand (1971),
a sexually-explicit gay movie shot on Fire Island with a
budget of 4000. Moviegoers, celebrities and critics -both gay and straight -- flocked to see Boys in the Sand
when it opened in mainstream movie theaters in New
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco. Within a year,
Deep Throat, a heterosexual hardcore feature opened to
rave reviews and a huge box office -- exceeding that of
many mainstream Hollywood features. Almost all of
those involved in making "commercial" gay pornographic
movies began as amateurs in a field that had virtually
never existed before, either as art or commerce. Many of
their "underground" predecessors had repeatedly
suffered arrest and other forms of legal harassment.
There was no developed gay market and any films made
commercially were shown in adult x-rated theaters. After
the Stonewall riots and the emergence of the gay
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liberation movement in 1969, a number of entrepreneurs
began to make gay adult movies for the new mail order
market. The gay porn film industry grew dramatically
during the next thirty years and transformed the way men
-- gay men in particular -- conceived of masculinity and
their sexuality. Bigger Than Life tells that story.
Like men, women also can ejaculate, enhancing and
intensifying their sexual pleasure. In an open, positive
style, Deborah Sundahl presents information about
female ejaculation including scientific findings,
anatomical illustrations, historical accounts, a chapter on
how men can help their female partners to ejaculate, and
women’s and men’s experiences collected during the
past two decades.
You don't have to have aspirations to stardom or want any
more audience than your own special guy. This guide will
show women how to get rid of inhibitions and find new ways
to be beautiful and sexy with over 100 mind-blowing tips,
tricks and games. Tips and advice cover every aspect of
sexual behavior to build a woman's confidence and make her
feel like a true sex goddess, including how to: Strip with
confidence - there's a reason guys are turned on by just the
right amount of teasing. Get comfortable with oral sex - find
out how to do it and receive it in ways that will totally enhance
your and your partner's libidos. Have multiple orgasms if you
want to - why deny yourself this mind-blowing treat? Talk dirty
like a pro - a top turn-on and a great way to get what you
want in bed.
The civil rights of LGBTQ people have slowly yet steadily
strengthened since the Stonewall Riots of June, 1969.
Despite enormous opposition from some political segments
and the catastrophic effects of the AIDS crisis, the last five
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decades have witnessed improvement in the conditions of the
lives of LGBTQ individuals in the United States. As such, the
realities and challenges faced by a young gay man coming of
age and coming out in the 1960s is, in many profound ways,
different from the experiences of a young gay man coming of
age and coming out today. Out in Time explores the life
experiences of three generations of gay men --the Stonewall,
AIDS, and Queer generations-- arguing that while there are
generational differences in the lived experiences of young
gay men, each one confronts its own unique historical events,
realities, and socio-political conditions, there are
consistencies across time that define and unify the identity
formation of gay men. Guided by the vast research literature
on gay identity formation and coming out, the ideas and
themes explored here are seen through the oral histories of a
diverse set of fifteen gay men, five from each generation. Out
in Time demonstrates how early life challenges define and
shape the life courses of gay men, demarcating both the
specific time-bound challenges encountered by each
generation, and the universal challenges encountered by gay
men coming of age across all generations and the conditions
that define their lives.
'How to Have Sex like a PornStar' is a fun, sexy and practical
guide to bringing the frolics you may have seen on screen
into the intimacy of your own relationship. If you have ever
wanted to learn how to deep throat your man, how to make
your woman ejaculate, or even just how to better
communicate your sexual needs to your partner, then this
guide is for you. Written by a former porn actress with three
years' experience at the top of the UK industry, this book also
reveals some sexy on-set secrets and busts a few of those
porn myths. The manual is divided into two main sections,
one for the Studs (him) and one for the Stars (her) and each
delivers a unique perspective, as well as being full of tips and
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tricks to excite your lover. A unique and fresh twist on the
traditional sex manual, by an author with plenty of hands-on
experience...
Porn Star Secrets of SexOver 100 Mind-blowing Tips, Tricks,
and Games You Wish You KnewSourcebooks, Inc.
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